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To anticipate possible socio-economic and
business-related futures enabled by the neo-
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sources of economic growth and emerging
lifestyles, and on their interconnectedness.
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Why futures studies?

Thinking about the future, studying and
anticipating the future is of crucial strategic
importance to
• Companies
• Governments
• Nations
• Humankind
• Individuals

S. Heinonen (2015). Futures Research as Scientific Discipline. Neo-Carbon Café 19.2.2015.
S. Heinonen (2014). The Importance of Strategic Foresight  for Innovation Case: Neo-Carbon Energy in Neo-Growth
Society. International Seminar  “Ideas, Innovation, Inclusion” Dialogue over the new context for STI policies 27th &
28th November, 2014 Buenos Aires City, Argentina During the IFA Project Secondment by Prof. Heinonen at  FLACSO
and CIECTI.



Looking into future =
preparing for various alternative

futures and surprises

FS and FORESIGHT:
-> anticipation of and preparation for Various Futures
-> testing of future images (scenarios)
-> acting on them

Preparing for and adapting to changes in our living
environment is the foundation for modern human
civilization

(Osmo Rauhala)



FOCAL ISSUE/DECISION

• Which drivers are promoting NEO-CARBON energy
system?

• Which kind of communities are enabled or driven by
the NEO-CARBON energy system?

• In which variations can NEO-CARBON energy system be
implemented?

• How to make it happen and how to prepare for a
totally new energy system?

• Who are the benefiting stakeholders in NEO-CARBON
energy world?

• How to create an attractive Finnish narrative for RE to
accelerate and argue for  their use?

Choice Awareness Theory (Henrik Lund 2014)



• FS theory and method which ”seeks to integrate empiricist,
interpretive, critical, and action learning modes of knowing”
(Inayatullah 2004)

• Qualitative, data analysis and workshop method
• Questioning the present and creating alternative futures

What Is Causal Layered Analysis (CLA)?





natural resources as an opportunity for emergent
countries

Strategic foresight is important in order to generate innovations – both in Finland,
Europe, China, Africa, Latin America and elsewhere – for benefiting the quality of
the environment, sustainable economy, welfare of society and citizens.

Usually focus is on technological innovations, even though much potential is in socio-
cultural innovations

Environment Business

Citizens

TRIPLE BENEFITS FROM INNOVATIONS
BASED ON STRATEGIC FORESIGHT





• S. Heinonen: New Consciousness in Transformational Neo-Growth
Society

• C. Breyer, S. Heinonen & J. Ruotsalainen: New
Consciousness: A Societal and Energetic Vision for Rebalancing Humankind
within the Limits of Planet Earth

• M. Child & C. Breyer: Pathways towards long-term sustainability of
the Finnish energy system

• J. Karjalainen: Reverse engineering the state machinery for low-carbon
public policy

• CLA Session/S.Inayatullah, S.Heinonen & M.
Minkkinen: Causal Layered Analysis as a Dialogue Integrating Theory
and Practice – Energy Scenarios in Action Learning

• J. Glenn & S.Heinonen: Conscious-Technology   - ̶   Can we
envision the future we want while we still have time to shape it?

+ PROJECT POSTER

Turku 2015 Conference Presentations



Four Scenarios
+

Energy implications



Four tentative scenarios:

Corporate peer-to-peer + Deep ecology:
1) Radical Startups

Corporate peer-to-peer + Pragmatic ecology:
2) Value oriented “techemoths

Neo-communal peer-to-peer + Pragmatic ecology:
3) Green DIY engineers

Neo-communal peer-to-peer + Deep ecology:
4) New Consciousness



Radical startups

Society is business-oriented, but
economy is driven by a multitude of
small-scale startups known for their
“radical” values and approaches.

Environmental problems are solved
commercially. Businesses are drivers of
new, ecologically oriented lifestyles.

New consciousness

Deep ecological values and distributed
models have led to altogether new kind
of consciousness and worldview.

Environmental problems are not seen
as practical issues but calling for deeper
changes in values and mindsets.

Value-oriented “Techemoths”

Peer-to-peer approaches are common,
but they are practiced in more or less
traditional organisations.

Markets take care of environmental
issues.

Green DIY Engineers

Engineer-oriented citizens have
organized themselves as local
communities.

Environmental problems are solved
locally, with a practical mindset.

Peer-to-peer

Values of
environmental
orientation

Corporate
(Centralized
peer-to-peer)

Neo-Communal
(Distributed
peer-to-peer)

Deep
ecology

Pragmatic
ecology

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS 2050 FOR NEO-CARBON ENERGY



RADICAL STARTUPS



Society is organized as horizontal peer-to-peer
networks. These networks take place in numerous
small and medium-sized enterprises.

Enterprises have become the places where people
can best express themselves and do things that are
meaningful to them.

Startups are advocates for a deep ecological
worldview.



Energy in the Radical Startups
scenario



• Energy is produced in clusters of startups, mainly wind & solar.
The energy system has been achieved through startup
innovations, there are no subsidies. No biomass is used.

• Demand for energy is relatively high, but ubiquitous smart
technologies and solutions provided by startups mitigate
consumption.

• Built environment optimizes its energy flows efficiently. Energy
consumption is thoroughly monitored.  However, ubiquitous
ICTs themselves use a lot of energy.

ENERGY IN THE
RADICAL STARTUPS

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS



• Collective learning provides knowledge on energy solutions,
innovations and saving practices.

• Citizen activism aids in distributing best practices and is good for
grass-roots innovation.

• Energy is not seen as solely practical issue “out there”, but taken
as personally important.

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS

ENERGY IN THE
RADICAL STARTUPS



• Neo-Carbon system scale: serves 100 people

• Startups themselves are powered by neo-carbon and a range of
new startups offers new services such as energy audits, etc.

• What is the full variety and range of neo-carbon services that
these startups are providing?

• What kind of a system enables a size of one block of houses –
neo-carbon micro-grids?

RADICAL START-UPS:
ENERGY IMPLICATIONS

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS



VALUE-ORIENTED
”TECHEMOTHS”



Internet and consumer electronic behemoths
such as Google, Facebook and Apple have
become the centres of power in society.

They are almost self-sufficient entities, and
their office buildings like cities: workers live
most of their lives within corporate
properties.



Energy in the Value-Oriented
Techemoths scenario



• Tech companies develop energy technologies and produce
energy, mainly in solar & wind but biomass is also used.

• As companies are relatively closed units, energy solutions vary
from company to company.

• Demand for energy relatively high, but ubiquitous smart
technologies mitigate consumption. Corporation-scale neo-
carbon system neutralizes emissions.

ENERGY IN VALUE-BASED
TECHEMOTHS

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS



• Inequality causes waste of energy, e.g. as energy education is
provided mainly by tech companies.

•

• Urban form causes waste of energy as infrastructure is often in a
relatively poor condition outside tech campuses. “Smart
technologies” are unevenly distributed.

•

• Solar, wind and neo-carbon receive zero-tariffs in a world trade
system (WTO regime) favourable for these companies

•

• Citizens are not committed “by heart” to energy: they assume
energy issues are “automated”, taken care of by somewhere else

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS

ENERGY IN VALUE-BASED
TECHEMOTHS



• Neo-Carbon system scale: serves 10 000 people

• Large companies have replaced the business of old energy
companies

VALUE-BASED TECHEMOTHS:
ENERGY IMPLICATIONS

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS



GREEN DIY
ENGINEERS



The world has faced an ecological collapse
due to the combination of rampant climate
change and species extinction.

To survive, engineer-oriented citizens have
organized themselves as local communities.

Practical mindset is highly valued, and
engineer the “ideal citizen” in society.



Energy in the Green DIY Engineers
scenario



• Local wind, solar & biomass are the main sources of energy.
Energy is used as little as possible. No fossil fuel subsidies.

• Scarcity drives towards more diverse energy pallet compared to
other scenarios.

• Energy efficiency strengthens resilience in the “post-
apocalyptic” world.

ENERGY IN GREEN
DIY ENGINEERS

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS



• Pragmatic, local solutions ensure efficiency. Local democracy
enforces commitment to decisions considering energy.

• Energy solutions vary greatly, as communities are geographically
dispersed. Energy solutions have to be tailored to local
conditions. Energy technologies have to be built using local
resources mainly.

• Technology production and development is also conducted at
local level, by DIY engineer groups.

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS

ENERGY IN GREEN
DIY ENGINEERS



• Neo-Carbon system scale:
serves 1 person or household

• Localized off-grid systems, learning from developing countries.
Facing extreme weather, large grids are too clumsy to operate.

• Affordable energy in open-source communities

• Engineers tinker and optimize small-scale neo-carbon energy.
Residential energy storage. Extremely local waste-to-energy.

GREEN DIY ENGINEERS:
ENERGY IMPLICATIONS

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS



NEW CONSCIOUSNESS



Collective consciousness started to transform radically in
the second decade of the 21st century.

It was widely understood that environmental problems
were so huge that partial, practical and technological
solutions were nowhere enough to solve them.

New “holistic” values changed behaviours thoroughly,
which led to drastically more efficient improvements in
the state of the environment than technical or political
solutions alone could ever have achieved.



Energy in the New Consciousness
scenario



• No Biomass. Solar & wind on a very local level. Energy is
harvested from everywhere. Technology development and
production however funded and conducted by global joint
efforts.

• Demand for energy is relatively high. The main reasons for
high energy consumption: global scale (transportation and
travelling) and highly sophisticated virtual realities.

• Knowledge on newest energy innovations spreads quickly
across the globe.

ENERGY IN
NEW CONSIOUSNESS

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS



• Energy is seen as “sacred”, source of life. Energy solutions
are different in cities vs. local communities.

• Especially due to global scale, energy is used quite a lot.
Energy system is global, connected by global smart grid.

• Citizens are extremely committed to energy decisions &
policies. It is taken as self-evident that energy is a deeply
personal issue.

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS

ENERGY IN
NEW CONSIOUSNESS



• Neo-Carbon system scale:
serves 9 billion people

• Globally interconnected grids

• Electricity is stored on a
massive scale, and has
transformed the way we
deliver electricity from the
point of generation to the
point of consumption

NEW CONSCIOUSNESS:
IMPLICATIONS

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS
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